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Ludovic Marin Ludovic Marin is a French author. He was
nominated for the 2007 edition of the Prix Goncourt de la
Biographie and the 2006 edition of the Prix Goncourt. He has
published numerous novels, short stories, and poems, as well
as a book of essays, Les sorties du deuil (Editions du Seuil,
2000). He has been compared to Charles Bukowski and
Thomas Pynchon. He has also written for Le Monde, Le
Monde diplomatique and Lire. His work J'ai vu ça (en
collaboration avec Sylvie Deshaies), Éditions Alain SaintOgan, (2009) Monte Tonti, Le Courrier du Roman Noir,
(2008) Chypre, Le Courrier du Roman Noir, (2006) Un rêve
d'écume, Le Courrier du Roman Noir, (2003) Le Silence
écrit, Les Éditions du Seuil, (2002) Les Sorties du deuil,
Editions du Seuil, (2000) References Category:French male
novelists Category:Living people Category:Year of birth
missing (living people)Q: When is the destructor of a local
object called? I have come across some strange behavior
when using local variables and am wondering how it works.
Case 1: void test(){ //Destruction of local variables happens
immediately after construction int local_var = 0;
//Destruction of local variables also happens immediately
after construction int local_var1 = 0; } Case 2: void test(){
//Destruction of local variables does not happen immediately
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after construction int local_var = 0; //Destruction of local
variables does not happen immediately after construction int
local_var1 = 0; } I have observed the behavior in g++-7.3.0
and Xcode 7.3.1 Is this behavior part of the C++11 standard,
or is it a non-standard extension? Is there any way to trigger
this behavior using any language construct? A: Yes, it's
standard behavior: 12. 3e33713323
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